
Easy Technology Integration 

Britannica’s Universal Access enables

users to access Britannica Online content

through Google and other search systems,

databases, and single sign-on technologies.

BRITANNICA SUPPORTS INTEGRATION INTO:

•  Meta search and federated search programs, such as
360 Search from Serial Solutions, WebFeat, Gale/Cengage PowerSearchPlus, and TLC-LS2.

•  Learning Management Systems, such as Moodle, It’s Learning,
Follett Digital Classroom, SirsiDynix SchoolRooms, and 
Learning Village. 

•  Single Sign-On protocols, such as Shibboleth and Athena. 

•  Interactive whiteboards through accredited partnerships
with Promethean, SmartBoard, Numonics, and others.

•  Mobile devices

Web 2.0 Features 

Britannica includes thousands of widgets and tools for customizing and sharing content. Now users can

create a "My Britannica" space where they can edit, save, and share content created using Britannica

resources. In addition, it’s now easy for all users to contribute material, to see evaluations of those contributions

from Britannica editors, and to view accepted contributions in Britannica Online. 

Dedicated Personnel and Technical Capability

In addition to having the largest full-time editorial staff of its kind in the English language,

Britannica develops its online products with an in-house team of engineers and producers. The

deployment of Britannica’s sites is made through Web servers in Chicago and Sydney, Australia. Britannica has

a stellar performance record in delivering the highest page-loading speeds, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and

with over 99.9% availability.

Committed to 
Professional Development 

Britannica offers complimentary online training sessions for

all subscribers, plus personalized Britannica workshops.

Plus! Foreign-Language Resources 
Britannica publishes reference resources in several languages (Spanish, French, Japanese, Korean, and

Chinese) for native speakers, bilingual students, and foreign-language students. These are available to colleges

and universities in the United States as Britannica’s Global Reference Center. 

“Britannica Online Academic

Edition continues to improve its

online offerings by combining

traditional informational articles

with Web 2.0 technology… it is

morphing into more than just a

tertiary quick look-up tool; with its

new enhancements, it is posi-

tioning itself to be the first stop

for any research project.

Highly recommended for

lower-level undergraduates

through faculty/researchers;

general readers.”

—CHOICE Magazine 
September 2009

“It provides quick and user-

friendly access to biographies, a

world atlas, and invaluable and

up-to-date statistics about the

nations of the world.  This is a

superb one-stop reference tool

that saves time and can be

counted on for accurately report-

ing current information.”

—Librarian
Alabama A&M University

“...In terms of depth of knowl-

edge and information, there is lit-

tle to beat it.”

—Network Manager
Lipson Community College,
United Kingdom

CONTACT US TODAY!

PHONE: (800) 621-3900

FAX: (800) 344-9624

EMAIL: contact@eb.com

WEB: info.eb.com

A free institution-wide trial
is available for pre-subscription
evaluation.

• NEW! Find Your Results Faster with More Powerful Search Capabilities.

• NEW! Easily Access Multimedia and Related Content— 
Now Fully Integrated into Each Article.

• NEW! Use Britannica to Create Your Own Original Work.

• NEW! Submit Your Work and Become a Britannica Contributor.
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Why Britannica Online Academic Edition
Is Used by More Colleges and Universities than
Any Other General Reference Resource

Written by Scholars, Edited by Professionals 

Britannica employs a dedicated staff of professionals in-house—and has an extensive network of renowned scholars

(including former U.S. presidents and Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winners), advisers, content specialists, and writers—

whose job it is to ensure that Britannica is current, accurate, unbiased, comprehensive, relevant, international in

scope, and engaging to college-level learners, researchers, and faculty. Expert contributors include:

Michael Carr (Research geologist. Leader of the Viking orbiter imaging team; member of the Voyager, Galileo,
and Mars Observer missions) on Mars

Bill Clinton (Former president of the United States) on the Dayton Accords

Scott Hamilton (1984 Olympic gold medalist, professional skater, and commentator) on figure skating

Amy Todd Middleton (Vice President, Sotheby’s) on Art, Antiques, and Collections

Hallam Movius (Professor of Anthropology, Harvard University; Curator of Paleolithic Archaeology, Peabody
Museum) on the Stone Age

Mary Robinson (Former president of Ireland and United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights) 
on Children and Human Rights

Taro Sakamoto (Historian; professor, University of Tokyo; author of History of Japan) on Japan

Norgay Tenzing (First person [with Edmund Hillary] to reach the summit of Mount Everest) on Mount Everest

Unique Content and Tools That 
Make Research Easier and More Productive

Specifically designed for the research and productivity requirements of colleges and academic libraries

• Web’s Best Sites—Britannica editors select more than 100,000 external Web sites (continuously vetted for viability) 

and tag them to articles and search results.

• Britannica’s Web Search provides a sophisticated algorithm to improve results of a standard GoogleTM search. 

• E-books and Primary Sources—Tens of thousands of e-books (many of them illustrated) as well as historical 

papers and documents are tagged to articles.

•World Data Analyst—An exclusive database of current and past statistics

explores the countries of the world.

• Gateway to the Classics—An extensive collection of significant works covers

literature, philosophy, history, and science.

• Full-text journal and magazine articles from more than 700 titles,

through a partnership with EBSCO. Titles are hand-selected for college needs

and have articles dating back three years. Articles are incorporated into

Britannica’s search and correlated to specific reference articles.

• BBC & New York Times

headlines provide the top

stories from trusted sources

through daily feeds to our site,

for convenience and further

research.

• Interactive World Atlas

provides access to detailed

Britannica maps and country

data simultaneously.

• Britannica’s exclusive Workspace is a research organizer for

assembling and personalizing content.

• Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate® Dictionary and Thesaurus with

audio pronunciation is embedded in our databases and accessible from

any word.

• Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of Quotations offers a lively 

collection of more than 4,000 quotations, both contemporary and classic, for reports and presentations.

Industry-Wide Recognition

Britannica’s online products have been recognized by users as best-in-class and have received the education and publishing industry’s

highest honors, including SIIA’s Codie Award, AEP’s Distinguished Achievement Award, and Learning Magazine’s Teachers’ Choice Award. 

“Great information, easy to use, fun, and the credibility of Britannica...what more
can one ask?”
—Librarian & Head of Public Services, Auburn University at Montgomery

Trusted by:

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY•COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY•CORNELL UNIVERSITY•DARTMOUTH COLLEGE•DUKE UNIVERSITY•EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY LIBRARY•HARVARD UNIVERSITY•JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY•LONDON BUSINESS SCHOOL

MCGILL UNIVERSITY•NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY•ONTARIO COLLEGE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY•PRINCETON UNIVERSITY•QUEBEC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES•STANFORD UNIVERSITY•UNIVERSITAETSBIBLIOTHEK WIEN•UNIVERSITÉ PARIS 8 (SORBONNE)

UNIVERSITÉ TOULOUSE 1•UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN•UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO•UNIVERSITY OF MADRID•UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL•UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME•UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD•UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA•UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA

“Students can use Britannica Online because the company stands behind the information. 
It is wonderful to have a legitimate resource that is easy for students to navigate.”
—Information Services Librarian, South Georgia College

Unparalleled Output for Research,
Teaching, and Presentations on All Subjects 

Because of changes in the various fields of knowledge, the latest research, current events,

and feedback from readers, each year Britannica’s editorial and development staff adds:

• More than 15,000 new and revised articles

• Thousands of tables and graphs

•  More than 5,000 new photographs

• Hundreds of new illustrations

• More than 300 new videos and hundreds of maps created by our cartographic department

Britannica’s “push-to-publish” technology enables changes, corrections, 

and enhancements to all of our online products almost instantly.

(partial list)
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